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of his friend Widmann, he renounced the prospects
of a career which painting was opening up to him,
and resolved to be a poet. It seemed a foolish step,
for Spitteler had no regular initiation into the art to
which he would devote himself; and for three years
he struggled with a drama on the subject of Saul,
finally to cast it aside with the half consolation that,
although the work had come to nothing, the labour
on it was not lost* " Auf solchem Wege entsteht
eine Personlichkeit. Man ist nachher jemand."
From 1863 to 1865 Spitteler was a student of law
in Basel, then, from 1865 to 1868, of theology at
Zurich and Heidelberg. His life was visibly dis-
traught in these years, until one day, under Burck-
hardt's guidance, he discovered Ariosto, and his
literary life suddenly took shape. Ariosto was the
key that unlocked his heart, Ariosto with his un-
bridled epic fantasy and resplendent colouring; here,
if anywhere, poetry and painting joined hands.
And an epic poet, a Swiss Ariosto, Spitteler resolved
to be ! Great plans were immediately laid, plans that
included an epic on Herakles which was to have been
his life-work; in later years he still thought of it as
a poem that might have been a richer epic symphony
than the Qlympische Fruhling. In the autumn of
1867 he went to Heidelberg, and on the evening of
his arrival the plan of his first work, Prometheus und
EpimtheuS) took shape.
Meanwhile, however, his life in its practical aspects
made shipwreck ; he was not regarded as sufficiently
orthodox to take his theological examination. Al-
though subsequently admitted, and even invited to
be pastor in Arosa, it was too late. Disheartened
and disillusioned, he turned his back on his native
land, and went to Russia, where, for eight years, he
was a private tutor in the family of a Russian general
But his literary ambitions were not put aside;
his grimly formed resolution remained untarnished,
and in the long Russian nights his Prometheus was

